The Founders Code: Parker Chance Series (Volume 2)

After a year of dodging possessed
superhumans, being cooped up in the
dorms 24 hours a day feels like pure torture
to Parker... until the truth about the people
closest to him changes everything. In this
second installment of the Parker Chance
Series, Parker finds himself rescued from a
monotonous summer on campus when hes
whisked away to New York to visit his
only family member. His time in New
York proves even more boring until he
allows his curiosity to get the better of him
and he discovers a secret that will fester in
his mind all year long. Parkers sophomore
adventures at Knobhouse Academy are
bursting with encoded rings, encounters
with the Infallible Five, water monsters,
and frustrating prejudice. The Founders
Code, the action-packed follow-up to The
Fifth Specter, is rich in both mystery and
heart.
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